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Abstract-In this paper, a new Markovian model is developed 
to analyze the Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA) 
protocol over Rician fading channels with lognormal shadowing. 
The packet dropping probability and the voice user capacity are 
defined as the performance measures. A new formula is derived to 
evaluate the dropping probability in the fading environment. The 
analytical results from our new formula show close agreement 
with those from computer simulations. The capture effect on 
the PRMA system performance is also studied. We found that, 
with capture, the user capacity will be improved and the service 
quality will degrade gracefully when the number of active users 
in the system increases. Using the dropping probability as the 
criterion, we also determine the optimal permission probability 
in a microcellular environment. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ACKET reservation multiple access (PRMA) has re- P ceived much attention in personal communications sys- 
tems (PCS) because of its efficiency and flexibility. It com- 
bines random access with time division access, which greatly 
improves the spectrum efficiency and the system capacity 
compared to just using random access or time division access 
alone. 

The performance of PRMA in the noiseless environment has 
been studied intensively [I] ,  [2] ,  171. Since wireless systems 
suffer multipath fading and shadowing, however, the results 
derived in the above papers will be too optimistic. In [3] ,  
the performance of PRMA has been simulated with fixed 
packet header error rate. It is found [3] that when the packet 
header error rate is large, Le., the channel is very noisy, 
the system performance will be much worse than that with 
perfect channels. To study the performance of PRMA in fading 
channels analytically, a mathematical model is developed in 
[9]. The results given by this model, however, do not fit the 
simulations very well, especially when the packet header error 
rate is large. 

In this paper, we propose a modified Markovian model 
to analyze the performance of PRMA in a microcellular 
environment. We use the dropping probability and the voice 
user capacity as the performance measures. A new formula is 
derived to evaluate the dropping probability in the presence of 

transmission errors. The voice user capacity is redetermined 
under new conditions. We also study the impact of capture 
on the PRMA performance. We modify the methodology 
developed for Rayleigh fading in [5]  and [ 101 to calculate 
the bit error rate and the capture probability in the shadowed 
Rician fading channel. Our objective is to study the PRMA 
system behavior in the PCS environment, accounting for both 
the physical layer and the data link layer. Our results indicate 
that, with capture, PRMA exhibits the desirable soft capacity 
feature. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, 
the PRMA protocol is briefly described. The system perfor- 
mance evaluation model is developed and a new dropping 
probability formula is derived in Section 111. The capture 
model is developed in Section IV. In Section V, numerical 
results are given. Finally, we conclude in Section VI. 

TI. PRMA PROTOCOI 
We consider a voice-only system in this paper. It is well 

known that a voice conversation is made up of silence gaps 
and talkspurt?. During the silence gap, no voice packet will be 
generated. The resource can be released to other users to obtain 
higher multiplexing efficiency. The voice activity detector is 
used in PRMA to detect silence gaps. 

In PRMA, time is divided into slots that are grouped into 
frames. These slots can be reserved by users. Once a slot is 
reserved, we call it unavailable. Otherwise, it is available. The 
availability of slots is tracked by the base station and this 
information is broadcast to users at the end of each slot. If 
a voice user has packets to transmit, he needs to select an 
available slot and try to make a reservation by transmitting at 
that slot. If the reservation succeeds, this slot will be used by 
him in subsequent frames until the end of the talkspurt. Then, 
the slot will be r e l e a s c d  and be available again. Since voice 
communication requires prompt delivery, the voice packet will 
be discarded if it cannot be transmitted within a delay limit. 
Once a packet is dropped, the subsequent ones in the talkspurt 
will continue to attempt to make a successful reservation [l], 
[7]. The capture mechanism is an option in the PRMA system. 
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Number of the reserving user (if there is any). In the fading 
environment, there are two reasons for an idle feedback, 
namely, no transmission and unsuccessful transmission. The 
unsuccessful transmission may be due to collision or channel 
noise or both. For a system without capture, all the transmis- 
sions will fail if a collision occurs. For a system with capture, 
however, the stronger packet may still survive even though 
there is a collision. Dropped packets due to collision is the only 
reason for the degraded performance in perfect channels. But 
in a fading environment, the channel noise may cause decoding 
errors at the receiver whether there is a collision or not. 
Therefore, the channel noise (fading, shadowing, interference, 
etc.) is another important reason for unsuccessful reservation 
and further degradation of the system performance. 

In PRMA, each terminal is assigned a permission probability 
Pt. The user transmission is controlled by this parameter. To 
get a reserved feedback, Le., make a successful reservation, 
the slot should be idle, the terminal should have permission to 
transmit, and the receiver should decode this packet correctly 
[3], [9]. In perfect channels, after the successful reservation, 
the user will keep this slot until the end of the talkspurt. But 
in the presence of transmission errors, the reserved slot may 
be lost before the talkspurt ends, thus causing higher dropping 
probability and worse service quality compared to a system 
with perfect channels [3].  

111. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MODEL 

In this paper, we assume that the frequencies are reused in 
the system. The frequency reuse distance is long enough so that 
the cochannel interference can be ignored. This assumption 
is made only for computational simplicity. The following 
analysis can be easily extended to account for the effect of 
cochannel interference. We focus on one cell and assume each 
cell will behave statistically in the same way. It is also assumed 
that the system is stationary and the state transition occurs 
only at the end of each slot. 

The dropping probability and the voice user capacity will be 
used as the performance measures. The dropping probability 
is defined as the portion of dropped packets in a talkspurt. The 
voice user capacity is the number of voice users which can be 
supported under certain dropping probability constraints. 

A. Terminal Model 

In PRMA, the active user may be in one of three states, 
namely, 1) the silence state (S), 2 )  the reservation state (R), 
and 3) the contention state (C). The transition among these 
three states is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this figure, yf is the 
probability that a talkspurt ends in a frame; u is the probability 
that a talkspurt ends in a time slot; PCR is the probability that 
a terminal gets the reservation in the current time slot; PRC 
is the probability that a terminal loses the reservation in the 
current slot because of transmission errors; and PSC is the 
probability that the silence gap ends during a time slot. 

It is commonly assumed that the lengths of the talkspurts 
and the silence gaps are exponentially distributed. Let tl and 
t 2  denote the average lengths of talkspurts and silence gaps, 

Fig. 1. PRMA terminal model 

respectively. Then 

u = I - e x p  (2) 

where r is the duration of a slot; a is the packet header error 
rate; and N is the number of slots per frame. The value of 
PCR depends on the system characteristics such as capture 
probability. It will be evaluated in the following sections. 

B. System Model 

We consider a sufficiently large number of sources multi- 
plexed on the same channel, so that the resultant composite 
process of the state-change events will be close to a Poisson 
one [6]. As in [9], the PRMA system can be described by 
three state variables, { N R ,  Ns ,  N c } ,  which are the number 
of terminals in the reservation state, in the silence state, and in 
the contention state, respectively. Denote the number of active 
terminals in a cell as M .  Then 

N R + N S + N C = M  and O S N R S N .  (5) 

With the above condition, only two of these three state 
variables are independent. Here, we choose NR and Ns as 
independent state variables. To study a two-variable system, 
a two-dimensional (2-D) Markov chain is usually needed. By 
exploiting the special feature of PRMA, we can simplify the 2- 
D Markov chain to two one-dimensional (1-D) Markov chains, 
thus greatly reducing the computational complexity 161, [91. 

PRMA can be described by two evolving processes: the 
speaking-silence process and the reservation process [6]. We 
observe that the state transition of the speaking-silence process 
evolves independently of the individual values of N R  and Nc. 
It can be described completely by the value of N s .  With this 
observation, the 2-D Markovian model can be simplified to two 
1-D Markvvian models, namely, the model of the speaking- 
silence process and the model of the reservation process. State 
transition diagrams of these two processes are shown in Figs. 2 
and 3, respectively. 

In Fig. 2, the speaking-silence process is illustrated. The 
state variable is the number of users in silence, Le., Ns.  In 
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Fig. 2. State transition diagram of speaking-silence process 

Fig. 3. State transition diagram of reservation process 

this figure, X = l/tl  and p = l / t 2 .  Define p = X/p. It is 
an A!l /M/m//m queue, with m being the number of active 
users. Solving this Markov chain, we get [4] 

reservation process exactly [4] 

r-1 n b ( 4  
1 =o 

T 

It can be seen from (6) that the probability of i users being 
silent is determined completely by p and is not influenced by 
the individual values of N R  and Nc.  

In Fig. 3, the reservation process is illustrated. The state 
variable is the number of users in reservation. Given the 
number of users in the silence state, the numbers of users in 
contention and in reservation are dependent. Since there are at 
most N users in the reservation state at any time instant, given 
Ns silent users, the maximum number of users in reservation, 
N’, satisfies 

L 1=1 _I 

The unconditional probability that the system has NE users 
in the reservation state and N s  users in the silence state is 
given by 

P(NR = r ;  Ns = s )  = P(NR = TINS = s )P(Ns  = s ) .  
(10) 

N’ = min { N ,  M - N s } .  C. Determination of Dropping Probability 

The unconditional dropping probability will be expressed 
as ~ 7 1  

Let h(r, s )  and d ( r )  denote the birth and death rates of the 
reservation process, respectively, given NR = r and N s  = s. 
Considering the capture effect, they can be evaluated by 

N M - r  

P(dropping) = P(dropping1NR = r ,  NC = e)  
r=O c=o 

. P(NR = r,  NC = c) 
d ( r )  = (yf + PRC) P(current slot is occupied) 

(7) 

N M - T  

r=O c=O 

b(r, s) = P(one user is capturedlNR = r ,  Ns = s )  . P(NR = r ,  Ns = M - r - e ) .  (11) 

In this equation, P(NR = r ,  N s  = M-r-e)  can be evaluated 
from (10). To find the unconditional dropping probability 

= 2 (;) P,k(l - Pt)C-kPcapt(k) (1 - ;) (8) P(dropping), we need to calculate the conditional dropping 
probability P(droppinglNR, Nc)  next. 

We illustrate a talkspurt in Fig. 4. The shaded areas denote 
the packets dropped due to unsuccessful contentions. The 
dark areas denote the packets with transmission errors. Since 
transmission errors are uniformly distributed, we can divide 
the whole talkspurt into several identical cycles except the last 

. P(curren1 slot is available) 

k=l 

where Pt is the permission probability to transmit and c = 
A4 - r - s. Pcnpt(k) denotes the capture probability given 
k simultaneous transmissions, which will be evaluated in the 
next section. Given Ns,  we can solve the Markov chain of the 
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L 

L, : Number of packets in a cycle 

nc : Number of dropped packets in contention 

Fig. 4. Illustration of a talkspurt 

several packets, which we call the tail. Each complete cycle 
ends with a packet that has a transmission error, and the tail 
ends because of the termination of the talkspurt. Define n d r o p  

as the number of dropped packets in a talkspurt. Define nr 
and ne as the number of dropped packets in a cycle due to 
unsuccessful contentions and transmission errors, respectively. 
Let L,  L,, and L, represent the packet length, the cycle length, 
and the tail length, respectively. Then 

If we ignore the tail, the dropping probability can be approx- 
imated by 

Here, I'd, and Pde denote the dropping probabilities due to 
unsuccessful contentions and transmission errors, respectively. 
We evaluate Pdc first. 

I )  Determination of Dropping Probability Due to Unsuc- 
cessful Contentions: From [7], we have 

where D is the delay limit of voice packets in time slots. 11 is 
defined as the probability that a new user with permission to 
transmit in the current slot does not gain the reservation. Given 
N R  = T and N c  = c, considering the fading and capture 
effect, v can be evaluated by 

?l=l-(l-;)Ptk k=O (;) 
Pt(1 ~ Pt)c-Qcapt(k + 1). (15) 

The distribution of L,  is needed to evaluate E(~,,(NR, N c ) .  
We know that the cycle length L, satisfies the geometric 
distribution with parameter (1 - yf )( 1 - 0 )  since a cycle will 
not terminate unless an error occurs or the talkspurt ends. Then 

P(LC) = [1 - (1 - yf)(l - o)][(l - yf)(l - 0)lLCp1 (16) 

I 
e m  e m  

Le : Number of packets in the tail 

L : Number of packets io a talksput 

The dropping probability due to contention is 
".D 

Since we are ignoring the tail of the talkspurt, this formula 
will give pessimistic results. The deviation will be large when 
the packet header error rate and the number of active users are 
both small. This is because when cr is small, the ratio of Le to 
L will be large and ignoring this part will cause inaccuracy. 
This phenomenon can be seen in the results of Section V. 

2) Determination of Dropping Probability due to Trans- 
mission Errors: Now, we will find Pds. We know that if 
an error occurs, the user will return to the contention state 
immediately. Hence, the erroneous packet always appears at 
the end of a cycle. A transmission error is not equivalent to the 
corresponding packet being dropped. Before it is discarded, the 
erroneous packet may retry several times until its delay limit D 
is reached. Here, it is assumed that D is an integral multiple of 
N .  Let K be the number of times this erroneous packet tries to 
retransmit in its lifetime. K satisfies the binomial distribution 
with 

P ( K )  = (R) PF(1- P p K  

The probability that all these K attempts fail is 2 i K .  Here, we 
assume for simplicity that v is a constant during the lifetime of 
a packet. Since the delay limit D is small, it can be assumed 
that the system state (the values of N R  and Nc) does not 
change too much in this interval, i.e., 71 is almost a constant. 
Therefore, if an error indeed occurs, the dropping probability 
due to transmission errors can be evaluated by 

(21) Pd,(errors occur, Kattempts) = ow . K 
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. 

2cos (act) 

Fig. 5. Correlation receiver for coherent detection of BPSK. 

An error may or may not occur after the successful reserva- 
tion. Denote the number of packets between the successful 
reservation and the first occurrence of an error as Ne. Ne 
follows the geometric distribution with parameter c. The 
number of packets in a talkspurt, L,  also follows the geometric 
distribution but with parameter yf 

P(N,)  =(I - 0 ) N e - 1  0, 

P ( L )  = (1 - 7 f ) L - l T f .  (22) 
Only when Ne 5 L may an error occur. This probability can 
be evaluated by 

00 

P ( N ,  i L )  = P(N,  I LIL)P(L)  
L = l  

,T ” 
(23) - - 

1 - (1 ~ a)(l - yf) ‘  
With the distribution of K ,  Pde can be calculated from (21) 
and (23) 

Therefore, the total conditional dropping probability due to 
both unsuccessful contentions and transmission errors is given 
by 

P(droppinglNR, N c )  = 

+ [1 - (1 - Yf ) ( I  - 
‘U 

(1 - yf)(l- c)w” 
Note that if we set 

in (15) and r~ = 0, (25) corresponds to the model without 
capture in the perfect environment. Equation (25) can be 
reduced to the formula derived in [7] 

tP 
1 - (1 - y f ) u N  p( dropping I NR , NC) = Yf 

with ~ 

and a # 0, we obtain the model without capture but with 
transmission errors. In this case, it is found in Section V that 
the analytical results given by (25) show close agreement with 
the computer simulations given in [3].  

IV. CAPTURE MODEL 

To study the capture effect on the PRMA system perfor- 
mance, we need to develop the capture model first. In this 
work, the capture model focusing on the data link llayer is 
employed. It is assumed that the receiver randomly locks onto 
a favorable packet and acquires perfect bit synchronization to 
it. If the detection occurs without error, this packet is assumed 
to be captured [5]. 

For simplicity, the normalized circular cell model is used 
instead of a hexagonal one. The base station is at the center 
of the cell. Users with omnidirectional antenna are uniformly 
distributed. We assume that the frequency reuse distance 
is large enough so that the co-channel interference can be 
ignored. Also, it is assumed that the near-far effect is com- 
pensated (by power control,’ etc.). The signals transmitted 
from different users to the base station experience slow flat 
Rician fading with lognormal shadowing independently. BPSK 
modulation is employed, and a coherent detector is used at 
the receiver (Fig. 5) .  Since higher error rate is tolerable in 
voice communications, we assume that as long as the receiver 
decodes the header of a packet without error, this packet is 
received correctly. Let the header be H bits long. 

Let I be the number of simultaneous transmissions in a cell. 
With the slow fading assumption, the effect of fading on all 
the bits throughout the whole packet is the same. Therefore, 
the received signal for each arbitrary bit has an identical form 
as follows [8]: 

I-1 

T(t) =.o(t) + T,(t) + n(t) 
i=l 

= J2PTaol” cos (wet) 
I -1  

+ m a i l i  COS (wet + O i )  + n(t) (26) 
k l  

where PT is the transmitted power and n(t)  is the Additive 
White Gaussian Noise with two-sided power spectrum density 
No/2. Subscript “ 0 ’  stands for the tagged packet and “i” for 

’ Note that power control is used to compensate for the near-far effect, so 
as to make the performance location independent. The application of power 
control will weaken the capture effect. 
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Fig. 6. Dropping probability in fading channels, without capture. 

Median SNR = 2OdB 

Rician factor K = 1 OdB 

Standard deviation of lognormal = 4dB 

o...o : Rician fading 

: LognonnaVRician fading 

number of contention users 

Fig. 7. Capture probability versus the number of contention users. 

the ith contention packet. ai is the bit pattern of packet i ,  

offset of the ith contention packet relative to the desired 
packet. la accounts for the fading and shadowing, which can 

be expressed as 
taking on values &I with equal probability. 8; is the phase la = Zfi 

where La and fa are random variables following the lognormal 
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channel rate,  R, Kbps 
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TABLE I 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

I Parameter I Numerical Example I 

PRMA frame duration] T ms  
number of slots per frame, N 
slot duration. T ms 

16 
20 
0.8 

number of overhead bits per packet, H bits 
sDeech delav constraint. D slots 

64 
40 I ~~ 

average duration of talkspurts, tl s 

median SNR, dB 
average duration of silence gaps, t z  s 

PRMA permission probability, Pt 
number of active users in a cell. M 

and Rician distribution, respectively. E( f : )  = 1. For analyti- 
cal simplicity, it is assumed that time delays are zero and the 

coherent detection, the decision variable will be 

capture probability is 

receiver can perfectly track the phase of the desired user. With Pcupt(IlL> b!) = [I ~ Fb(I/ i ,  e)]*. (31) 

To evaluate the unconditional capture probability by nnultifold 
integration will be computationally expensive, although we 
know the probability distributions of 1 and e. Therefore, 
Monte Carlo summation is employed to calculate the capture 
probability approximately. Note that if we set I = 1, the packet 
header error rate CJ can be evaluated using the same formula 

T b  1 1 ~ ( t )  . 2  cos (wet) d t  

cos ( B i )  + 71.0 

E = -  
J m T b  0 

I-1 

i=l 

=anlo  + (27) 

1.0 
1.35 
20 
variable 
variable 

where Tb is the bit duration and no is a zero mean Gaussian Pcupt(I) = E&{Pcapt(III, e)} random variable with variance 0: = N0/2Eb. Eb is the bit 
A 

energy. Defining 

I -1  

then 

E = Q O Z O  + LI + no. (28) 

Let us define random vectors 1, - f ,  L, e, and as I-component 
vectors of the form = ( l o ,  . + , l 1 - 1 ) ~  and similarly for the 
rest. Using BPSK, the bit error rate (BER) of the desired user 
given I - 1 contention packets is 

where &(x) = I/& s," e--MaI2 dy .  If and e are given, the 
average conditional BER can be obtained by averaging over 
all the possible data patterns cy 

With the slow fading assumption, Pb(IIl, 8) will be identical 
for all the H bits in a packet header. Therefore, the conditional 

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
To facilitate the comparison of our analytical results with 

the simulation [3] ,  we use the same system parameters as in 
[3] (Table I). 

The dropping probability formula in a fading environment 
(25) is verified by comparing the results with those from 
simulations [3] ,  setting 

and CJ = 0, 0.01, 0.1. The result is shown in Fig. 6, where 
the simulation results given by [3] are duplicated. It is found 
that our analytical results fit the simulation results very well. 
However, since we ignore the tail of the talkspurt when we 
derive the formula, the results are pessimistic especially when 
the tail is not small compared to the length of the talkspurt. 

The capture probabilities in Rician and 1ognormalRician 
channels are evaluated using Monte Carlo summation. The 
results are shown in Fig. 7. It is found that if M is small, the 
capture probability in Rician channel is larger than that in the 
shadowed Rician channel. However, the capture probability in 
Rician channel will decrease more quickly. 
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Rician factor K = 1 OdB 
Standard deviation of lognormal = 4dB ... 

613 

lo./ 

without capture 

with capture 
- : LognomaVRician channel 

1 I I I I I I 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

lod' 
20 

Number of active users 

Fig. 8. Dropping probability in the lognormal/Rician fading channel, Pt = 0.3 

I I I I I I !.. ...---... ...... ..... ..-- Median SNR = 2OdB ._.... 
Rician factor K e 1OdB _...e-. 

Pt=0.4 

..... : LognormaWRician channel 

without capture 

with capture 
- : LognormalRician channel 

I I L 1 I I I 

25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
1 o4 

20 
Number of active users 

Fig. 9. Dropping probability in the IognormallRician fading channel, Pt = 0.4. 

We illustrate the dropping probabilities in the lognor- gracefully as M increases, compared to the traditional system 

Fig. 10 illustrates how the dropping probability will be 
influenced by the permission probability. If Pt is too small, 

mal/Rician channel in Figs. 8 and 9 with Pt = 0.3 and without capture. 
Pt = 0.4, respectively. It is found that with capture, the 
user capacity is improved and the service quality degrades 
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LognormaVRician fading, K = 1 OdB 

-0 : Pk0.2 
..... : f’t=0.3 

-- : Pk0.6 

Number of active users 

Fig, 10. Effect of permission probability on the dropping probability in the lognormalmician fading channel 

4. 

4 

g3 

$ 
5 
= 3  

2 

2 

LognormaURician fading, K = 1 OdB, standard deviation = 4dB 

Median SNR = 2OdB 

*...* : without capture 

I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 
Permission probability 

Fig. 1 1. Capacity versus permission probability in the lognormal/Rician fading channel. 

6 

more packets will be dropped due to fewer chances to transmit. 
If Pt is too large, the dropping probability will increase 
very rapidly because more collisions occur. The relationship 
between the user capacity and the permission probability 

is shown in Fig. 11. Here, we set the dropping probability 
criterion to be 1%. It is found that Pt = 0.3 is the best 
choice considering both the user capacity and the performance 
degradation. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 1101 K. Zhang and K. Pahlavan, “Relation between transmission and through- 
put of slotted ALOHA local packet radio networks,” IEEE Trans. 
Commun., vol. 40, no. 3, pp. 577-583, Mar. 1992. In this paper, we develop a Markovian model to ana- 

lyze PRMA systems in a microcellular environment. A new 
formula is derived to evaluate the dropping probability in 
fading channels. The accuracy of this formula is verified by 
simulation. The dropping probability is studied by this formula 
accounting for both the capture and the fading effects. The 
optimal permission probability is found. The numerical results 
show that the desirable soft capacity feature is exhibited in 
the PRMA system with capture. 
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